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Read about Peter's trip to Europe and how to
get yourself there before you retire. See page 8.

Cowboy Mouth rocks on and off stage. For a
review of and interview with the band, see page 8.
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SGA vice president halts search for student curator
by Bill Rolfes
staff writer
. The process to select the next
representati ve the UM B oard of
Curators is temporarily on hold after
o ne member of the selection comm ittee withdrew and while other
members struggle with UM . officials .
Jim Whitteman, president of the
UM-Kansas '
City
Student
Government Association, removed
himself from the committee Oct. 3,
one day before first interviews with

Michael Rankins

• f

UM-KC member withdraws from selection committee
the 14 candidates were supposed to
begin. Whitteman was not available
for comment.
Troy N ash, the present student
curator, said he had met with
Whitteman and discussed some
"concerns" about the selection
process.
"Initially I had received co mplaints fro m your campus (UM-St.
Louis) that the process was unfair,"
Nash said. "It may not have bee n

Homecoming '91:

unfair, but it was perceived as unfair
by those people."
Nash said after his conversation
with Whitteman, Whitteman decided to remove himself from the committee.
But Michael Rankin s, vice president of the UM-Sr. Louis SGA and
c hairman of the selection committee, said he think s N ash asked
Whitteman to remove himself.
Nash and the stude nt government

UM -St. Louis Royalty
crowned on Riverfront to
sold out crowd at Regal

presidents from the four campuses
held a teleconference Wedne sday to
discuss the selec ti o n process.
Rankins said Nash attempted to
mute one of the microphones and to
bl ock the camera so that Gayatri
Bhatt,
chairwoman
of
the
Associated
Stude nt s
of
the .
University of Mi ssouri , could not be
seen or heard.
Rankins wrote in a letter to The
Current, "She (Bhatt) told me that
later, when sh e had e ntered the

see SEARCH, page 3

Troy Nash

- Bonfi~ at.u-Meadows - no firewood,
' no fire pennit,.no supplemental materials ."
-Window dressing contest ~ not
enough student interest or participcdion
- Goff cart parade - not enough student .
interest or participcdion

Homecoming activiti~
stymied by planning problems,
miscommunication
by David Baugher
staff writer
Poor communicati on and lack of
partic ipation m ay be [0 blame for
the cancellation of several home coming week events, campus offi cials said.
A bonfire , window dressin g contest and golf cart parade were all
called off earlier this we ek due !o
problems in planning or lack of s tudent inte rest. Only the annual soccer
games and the homecoming dance
actually took plac e this year.
Dennis Chitwood, direc to r of
Newman House, said he isn 't sure
what went wrong with tbis year's
activities.
"For some reas on, I don't know
why, it just didn't corne together,"
Chitwood said , referri ng to the bonfire .
Newman Hous e has sponsored
the bonfire, a large annual party
held in Universi ty Meadows, since
it began two years ag o. L ast year 's
event was canceled because of bad
weather. 111is year, however, logi stics were the problem.
Rick Blanton, interim director of
Student Ac ti vities, said food ervice
for the event had not been arranged.
He said that the bonfire com m ittee had not obtained a fi re permit
early last week or materi als f r the

l

Rivel1nefl and 'W()lnvOfl fall

shon ofHomecorning wins
in ,matchesagainst Qtlincy
R!ght, Alicia Friedri chs gets down to those fly
tunes at the Homeco,tning dance Saturday.
Earlier, Erin Q" 'Brian an d Pat Bauscher were
named Homecoming queen and king, respectively. Above, Riverwoman Dana Thompson
fights off Quincy opponents in the afternoon
soccer match. Both the women's and men's
team. lost Homecoming games Saturday. See
page 5 tor the coverage of the dance and
even,ing's festivmes at the Regal Riverfront
Kotel. See page 7 for complete c overgae of
m.en's and women's games.
Daniel HazeltonfThe Current

Chancellor fields questions from Senate

INDEX

Facult) work loads, enrolbnent and possible reallocation discussed

Bulletin Board

by Mary Lindsley
staff writer
The University Senate focused on
se\'eral key issuE' raised by fac ulty
members and Chance Uor Blanche
Touhill in its month}y rn~ti n g
. Tuesday_
Touhill acknowledged th ai enFoll,
~ent figu res were behind What had
, been originally projected. and! tha~
mi\lre budget reallocations are possible
in ~he flltme as a result. She said me
Senate
Budget
and
Plaaning
Commifte:e. p l a~ n ed to di sCU'ss the
rationale atlast 'je8J: 's budget reaU:oca' uons of $~ ..2: million .
Touhi'll 3fso reported that "fo lIo\!,!ingt my disc!ls!>ions with finalis.ts for
rne dean of the School of Op~ometry. I
have deLoided to re-open the ;;~ h: "
Touhill' said she has asked J clc:

r

Nelson, Vice Chancellor of Academic
Affairs, to meet with the search committee to reorganize the new search.
Nelson is also fom-Ling a task force
to study issues Touhill said were of
;'broad consequence to the campus as
a whole" Subjects to be studi ed
include. e nrollment management, the
m::l!:riculation of community college
students and intell ectual property
issues.
Academic Affairs will also be condueling a study of the "structural
capacity of academic programs."
Touhill said the study will examine
leaching loads, section sizes, student
head count and non-interim fac ulty.
"I think we' re using [the office of]
Budget and Planning to really take a
rook at [issues such as) what we are
reaching what our workloads are,"

Touhill said,
Several faculty members expressed
concern that the way the study is conduc ted would res ult in an inaccurate
representation of their actual workloads. Lawre nce Barton, chemistry
professor, suggested the study should
be designed to reflect as pDSitively for
the University as possible.
Nelson said that while he was
aware of the issue, the process was just
beginning and the study must conform
\vith the state system of reportin g such
statistics.
Barton , also chairperson of
Physical Sen/ices and General
Services
Committee,
di sc ussed
upcoming issues on the committee's
agenda, including security. recyc lin g,
parking and the replacement of furnishings in some classrooms.
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Editorial :
Curator search is
off to a bad start

Student leaders
should learn
to plan

~

-Jim Avery
president
Student Government
Association
fi re itself, incl uding wood and a
base of sand.
"There had been some T-shirts
ordered for it, bu t that Vias about it,"
Blan ton said .
Chitwood also said money was a
problem si nce c leanup costs fo r the
event had never been allocated. He
sai d that much of iast ye ar 's event
was underwritten by the University
Program Board but thi s year. funding from UPB had cove red o nly Tshi rts and ad vert isin g.
" 1 we nt under the assumption
that they wer going to underwrite it
again," Chitwood said. "I kind of
assum ed that was the un ders tand ing,

see CANCEL, page 3

A&S meet~ to elect search
committee for next dean
by Jerry Weller

6
1

"I don't really see
(homecoming) as
SGA's responsibility.
I'd like to see homecoming become a recognized organization."

staff writer
The college of Arts & Scie nces
held a special meetin g Wednesday
to elect members of a searc h com mittee to fi nd a new dean for the
college.
The committee will be con 'ist of
a chairperson, six regular facul ty
members, a non-r eg ular facu lty
member, a staff member, an al umni
m ember and a student member.
The chairperson will be appoin ted by the
ice chancell or fo r
Academic Affairs , Jack Nelson .
Deborah Larson , acting assista nt
dean of the college, said the meeting
was open to all members of the
University commun ity but only full
time faculty members cou ld vote or
nominate a person for a Seat on the

commi ttee.
Elec tion results were not available at press lime.
J im Avery. Studen t G overnment
Associatio n president. said he was
upset that he wasn ' t informed about
the meeting . Besides se rvi ng as
SG A president. Aver is aL<;o a student in the sch ool of Art · &
ciences,
"It di sappoints me that they didn't contaC t me ." Avery said. "I
wo uld have. liked to se p them come
to the stu dent leaders . That way, we
know we have the best .stu den t rep-

resentation ,"
Lars n said he disagreed with
Avery 'S ~SC Sme nl of the situation.
" What he (Nelson) told he college is that the co lle.ge s hould
see DEAlY, page 10
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Monday, Oct. 13
• The Monday Noon Series: "Gender and
the Enactment of Crime," presented by
Jody Miller in 229 J.C. Penney at noon.
Free admission. Contact: Karen Lucas ,
5699.
• Intramural badminton tournament
Oct. 13-17. Register by Oct. 8 in 203
Mark Twain Athletic Center. Contact:
Rec Sports, 5326.
• Fall Faculty Meeting in 222 J.C.Penney
at 1 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 14
• Phi Alpha Theta, the International
History Honors Society, wiiJ have a
meeting in the Lucas Hall lounge on the
4th floor. Contact: Michele, 5509.
• Biological Society meeting in 111
Benton Hall at 4:30 p.m. or 7:00 p.m., or
Oct. 15 at 4:30 p.m. For more information call 6438.
• Student Social Work Association
meeting in the Lucas Hall evening college conference room on the 3rd floor
from 4:15-5:15 p.m.
• Midnight Madness Sock Hop in the
Mark Twain Gym from 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
Contact: UPB, 5531.
• A one-hour Racquetball Clinic for
beginners in the Mark Twain Athletic
Center at noon. Register by Oct. 8.
Contact: Rec Sports, 5326.
• Phi Alpha Theta lecture series:

DOUG HARRISON

"Partners in Pelts," presented by Fred
Fausz in 200 Lucas Hall at 7 p.m.
Contact: Michelle Rutledge , 5509.
Wednesday, Oct. 15
• SGA mEteting in 222 J.C. Penney at
2:30 p.m.
• Biological Society meeting in 111
Benton Hall at 4:30 p.m. For more information call 6438.
• Hispanic/Latino Association Club
meeting in 527 Clark Hall at 1 p.m.
Contact: Suzanna Walters, 6861.
• UM-St. Louis Riverman Film Series:
Mrs. Miniver, at the University
Meadows Clubhouse at 8 p.m. and 10
p.m. Free admission with UMSL 10
Contact: Student Activities , 5291.
Thursday, Oct. 16
• UM-St. Louis Riverman Film Series:
Mrs. Miniver, at the University
Meadows Clubhouse at 10 a.m . Free
admission with UMSL 10 Contact:
Student Activities, 5291 .
Friday. Oct. 17
• "Challenge '97," KWMU's fall fund drive
begins and will run through Oct. 26 . Call
4000 to donate and 6772 to volunteer.
Saturday, Oct. 18
• Mizzou Football vs. Texas bus trip to
Columbia. Contact: Student Activities ,
5291.
Monday, Oct. 20
• The tvionday Noon Series: "Ambition

Facing Westward," presented by
Steve Woolf in 229 J.C. Penney
Conference Center at noon-3 p.m. Free
admission. Contact: Karen Lucas,
5699.
• "Women's Roles in Political
Campaigns," in Tower 1312 from 2:003:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Institute for
Women's and Gender Studies and the
Institute for Women in Public Life.
Tuesday, Oct. 21
• Missouri Baptist Medical Center
Mobile Mamagrophy Unit will be in
the J.C. Penney parking lot from 9
a.m.-3 p.m. To schedule an appointment, call 996-5170 .
"Dui Seid: We the People ... " exhibit
begins and will run through Dec. 6 in
Gallery 210.
• Red Cross Blood Drive in the ULounge in Marillac Hall from 11 a.m.-4
p.m. Sponsored by the American
Optometric Student Association .
Contact: Angela or Kay, 839-3052.
Wednesday, Oct. 22
• One-night men's and women's volleyball tournament sponsored by Rec
Sports. Register in 203 Mark Twain by
Oct. 21. Contact: Rec Sports
• Artist Reception for UM-St. Louis
Adjunct Art Faculty at Gallery FA8. in
the Fine Arts Building from 3:30 p.m.700 p.m. Contact: Gallery F.A.B., 6967.
• UM-St. Louis Rivermen i=ilm Series:

The Searchers in the U-Meadows
Clubhouse at B p.m. and 10 p.m. Free
admission with an UMSL 1.0. Contact:
Student Activities, 5291.
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Thursday, Oct. 23
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Study Abroad information meeting.
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p.m.
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Friday, Oct. 24
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Lucas Hall from 1-3 p.m.
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Monday, Oct. 27
• The Monday Noon Series: "Laszlo
Moholy-Nagy: Polyartist and
Educator - A Side. Talk," presented
by Terry Suhre in 229 J.C. Penney at
noon. Free admission. Contact: Karen
Lucas, 5699.
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Contact: Rec Sports, 5326.
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63121.
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Campus
Cri'me Line

A service provided by
the Campus Police.
Published entries are
selections from a
larger list.

Wednesday, Oct. 1
A stUdent reported that his backpack was stolen from a
tabletop in the Underground Cafeteria beh'Jeen 1:05 and
1:15 p.m. The backpack contained a Hewlett Packard calculator and two text books.

A faculty member reported damage to his vehicle while it
was parked on West Drive between Sept. 22 and 25,
1997. Damage consisted of dents on the trim around the
window.
Sunday, Oct. 5
A person was arrested at 9:05 a.m. at the University
owned Hollywood Park apartment complex for possession
of a controlled substance.
Monday, Oct. 6
At 9:30 a.m. staff person forgot her purse in the women's
restroom on the first floor of Stadler Hall. On her return to

Tilt' CunmJ is p.1hbsI-ed '-'ffldy m McrdIys. Ammising

the restroom, the purse was not to be found.
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Suspect from the two indecent exposure cases on Sept.
16,1997, has been identified. Two warrants were issued
by the St. Louis County prosecutor's Office. Same suspect
has been iden1ified in another case from Oct 11, 1997.
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MCMA

Suspect in the theft of eyeglasses from the Optometry
Clinic on Sept. 22, 1997, pled guilty and was sentenced to
two 1O-year sentences for the theft and possession of
drug paraphernalia.
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UniversUy of Missouri Board of Curators: Student Curato r ·Selection Process 1997

I

I

I
I

The following guidelines describe
the process by which the recommendations for the next Student
Curator shall be made to the
Governor of the State of Missouri
during the fall semester of 1997.
These guidelines emulate the
Missouri state statues, as well as
the
resolution
passed
in
September of 1997 by the InterCampus. Student Council of the
University of Missouri System.
These guidelines are intended to
augment these previously established! statutes and guidelines,
and are not intended to replace
them. Until these guidelines have
been examined, agreed upon, and
undersigned by the President of
Student Government at the four
University of Missouri campuses,
they shall be considered aspirafional, and are subject to revision.
I.
All applicants shall be interviewed in person by a selection committee. This selection committee shall
strive. to reduce variance in the followiog [acton;: length of interview; number
and I~·pe. of questions asked in each
illfer.,iew. the location of each inter,<iew; the. absence of distractions during
each interview, such as noise, uncomfortaole room temperature, unpleasant
room lighling, etc. All intervievois in the
199'7-98 process shall be held in the
boardroom of Ihe office of Student
Govc.mmenf, 262 University Center. At
least one full set on interviews shall be
he ld in which each candidate is inter\'i e:wed onc.~ for about 20-30 minutes.
A slt.'lndard set of questions shall be
used, and a standardized rating sheet
shalIi IDe used by each membe.r of the
co mmittee. A second round of inter,'ie.Vis. if ne~ded, shall be at the discrelion of th e selection ' committee.
AUendance at inteniews for al l candid:ite.l is mandarory.
1:. The selectiorr commi'Hec shall
EeITsis( of ~he four Preside.nts nf t(:,e
II ni1ielisilty of Mi SSOl1riJ campuses , lnd
the l2re:s:iderr! iUF the graduate s.clmQl ::tl
the 1!Jni~ 'e!:S ily of Missouri a:! Colllmbia.
Si,nce In;: U n.i versity (f)f Y,·fissouri al
Colllmbia: is represen tedl 011 i\~ campus
b...., a Pres.ide.nL of tile undergradllate stud~nI bady. am:!. al ,@ \:1y a PFesident of the
\Iradu afe s l ~deflt !:Jooy, both Presidents
shall N:. p,eseE!! at ~H interviews .
Irl~Vi' cr, e ach c:amli'm shat! have one
:ane! 'ill y [me ""01<:::" . and H,ercr(>!'"'":. tflt:
Iwo Prc$r.:lentiaL re-plfese nt at lve~ INm
!'i1e- \.itl h ersit)' , f J..tissouril at Columbia
~haU OHCllf m1. the inpJtlI of their CatrnI'lLL
J.n tile flnaf pmce-ss· 01" sdetti~f]g.
'lti.ref lll>meS fwm H7~ other c.andidates.
the t WO Prc<.:ide:nts fnom lJl\1-Columbill

shall first reach consens us between each
other as to which names they wish to
submit as th eir top three choir . They
will then act as a unit in re aching consensus with the other three me mbers of
the selection c.ommittee. T his procedure is to ensure that each campus is
represented equally. Should this procedure be unacceptable to either President
from UM-Columbia. the only al ternative is for one of the two Presidents to
withdraw from the proceedings . Shou ld
this occur, the two Presidents from MColumbia should attempt to reach
agreement as to whom shall wi thdraw.
In the event that this process fails. the
two Presidents of UM·Coiumbia shall
vote in conjunction with the other three
Presi denl" and the ex eluded party shall
be decided by a majority of th is vote.
3. The persons occupying the o fficial positions on the selection p anel for
1997 shall be:
• Karl Schmitt. President of Student
Gq vernment, UM-Rolla
• Jim Whilteman, President of
Student Govemment. UM -Kansas City
• Adam Brown, President of
Undergraduate Student Government,
]\'I-Columbia
• Jim Crozier, President of Graduate
Student Government, UM -Columbia
• Michael Rankins, VicE-Presidenti
Acting Pres ide nt of Student
Government, l IM-St. LOlli S
The tJ!live rsi ty of M issouri at St.
Loui s shall, durin g the 1997 selection
process , be rep resenred by the Vic President of Student Government
because th e President of Stude.ht
Governme nt is a. candidate for the. position of Student Curator. an d has
removed himsel f fro m the proceeding.
At least one. day prior to the subm ission
of the final three nam s o f ca ndidates
for S.tudent Curat or to r.he G ove rnor, the
President of Stude nt Govemment at
UM-St. Louis, James Avery. shall rrlin·
qu ish full Presidential power to the
Vice-PreSident of StudAnt Gove.rrunenl
,j! U .I -St, Loui s, Michael R a.nkins, in
order that the recLlmmendatiDn.s to the
Go\'crrw( s.hall in fae t be presented by
the' Pm~.i lknts of Studrnt G o vernment
of \he- [)I\j'.-ersiy of Missouri c am puses.
It is umle.rstood that even in !lle eve nt
that JameS' Avery , hould be selec{,:d by
the Governor as Student Curator, he
sfualf se,,·e ou t the remainder ~)f hl 5
P Ke~id.e.iiti al turn CQncuITeJ1l ly.
4. .. E) other per ons shall serve 1"11
the p;md i 1 1997. No person . Otller
thall, lilNe aforelllcntioned as officiai
membe-r, o f the ;;election COl1lmit l"~ '
shall l' OlE on candidates fox !.he Student
CUrat0IGhip , nOr h ave an)' other type of
diriXt influence o ver the Sdccti o n of Ihc

Student Curator. At the discretion of the
members of the selection comm ittee,

any or all of the candidates for Student
Curator. In making this decision, the

process may be considered at the discretion of the committee chairperson, or

or by the representative of ASUM,
should he or she have been present in all

the chairperson of AS UM (The
Associated Students of the Unive rsity of
Missouri ) may be allowed to present as
a w itness at both the candidate interview and deliberations during which
the selection committee attempts to
reach consensus on the three names to
be sent to the Governor. The selection
committee reserves the right to VOle on
whether the chairperson of ASUM shal l
be present as a non-voting witness in the
selection process. In the event of such a
vote, the majority shall rule.. Should
this vote result in a tie which can not be
resolved, majority w ill not have been
reached, and the chairperson of ASUM
shall have his or her request to appear
denied. Should the chairperso n of
ASUM make a request, or decide to
acknowledge a request made of him or
her that another represenrati ve of
ASUM be allowed to serve in his or her
pl3ce as a witness, the memben; of the
selection committee shall vote on such a
request. In the event of such a vote,
majority shall rule,
No persons other than those afore mentioned official members of the
selectlon committee and the chairpe rson
of ASUM shall be present in the room
during the intervie\ving process , nor
shall their presence in the general vicinity of the interviews be suc h that it shall
serve to intimidate any candidate or
me mber of the selection committee.
The chairperson of this selection
process, in this case the representati ve
of the host university, UM-Sf. Louis,
shall reser.'e the sole right to deem the
presen ce of any person who is not an
official member of the selection committee as objectionable and intrusive,
and request that such person or pe rsons
vacate the genera! vicinity in whi.ch the
interv iew process is taking pl ace.
S. The resolution passed by the
Inter-Campus Student Council in
September, 1997. pro vides f or a the r
inte·re! ted parties from the host university, in this case UM-S!. Louis . to r equr~ t
interview. with any or all of th e candidates for Student Curator. In this case,
the procedure for such requests sh all beas follows:
A. Interes ted parties shall request
pe m.li ssion fro m the chairperson Df the
selecti on committee to inter.'iew one or
more of th l') candidates for Student
C ura tor. TIlOse persons making this
rcquc . t ' hali make a case (or thei r
pro pecti ve- interv iew (s), and .,hall
explzi n why the. ' have chosen to inter"iew ,)ne or more of the candidates, It
shCllI then be the sa le decision of the
chairperso n. of the se lection committee
to grl\nt Or deCline pennissfon to Contact

chai rperso n s hall keep the. best interest
of the c andidate(s) as the. highest priority.
B. Assuming that permission is
grJnled by the committee chairperson,
the person (s) requesting an interview
with candidates shall make contact with
the candidate(s) through the commitlee
hairperson.
No person, other than
those aforementioned official memben;
of the selection committee, shall make
personal contact with an y candidate, nor
shall anyone other than oftlcial memben; of the selection committee be the
recipient of any infonnation contained
wi th the oflicial applications of the candidates, with the exception of the candidate's name. major, year, and mission
statement. Should the chairperson or
representati ve of ASU1...1 be. present during this process, he or she shall be
allowed to overhear such information,
but shall not be provided with a copy of
such material.
C. Once contacted by the committee
chairperson or his or her secretary,
executive assistant, or similar employee, the candidate has the right to accept
or decline the request for an interview
by any and all persons seeking such
contact. The decision of the candidate
shall be final.
D. Should a candidate accept the
invitation to inter.'iew wi th persons
who have gone through the above
process, details of such an imerview
shall be at the discretion of the candidate and th e interviewer(s).
E. After such an interview has taken
place , the interviewer{s), having acted
in accordance with the process
describ ed above, shall be free to make
the.ir comments and recommendations
to the official members of the selection
committee. Such comments and recommendations shall come in the form of a
tel!er signed by the interviewer(s).
Should more than one party or group of
inter.'iewers hold interviews with any or
all candidates, each party or group shall
be allowed to submit a separate signed
letter.
F The selection committee shall
take into consideration the recommendations or comments made by interviewers who have followed the process
desc ribed abo ve. The official members
of the selection are in no way bound by
the suggestions of any interviewers;
however. careful and fair consideration
should
be given by the members of the
selec tion committee to any such s uggestions. comments, or recommendations.
G. Recommendations from persons
who have not followed the abo ve

any individual member of the selection
committee. However, no member of the
committee shall be compelled to take
into consideration recommendations
made by persons other than those who
have followed the above procedure in
its entirety.
H. The official members of the
selection committee shall not be compelled to wait for any interested persons
to complete their interviews with the
candidates . It is the responsibility of
interested persons to request and complete their interviews, and to make any
recommendations to the selection committee, prior to the finalization of the
three names to be recommended by the
selection committee to the Missouri
Governor.
6. Once all candidates have been
inter.~ewed personally by the se lection
committee, the members of the selection committee s hall then reach consensus on three names to be sent to the
Governor of Missouri. These names, in
accordance with Missouri statute, shall
be unranked. Accompanyi ng these
names shall be copies of the applications of these three candidates, intended
for review by the Governor.
7. In reaching consensus on the
three candidates whose names shall be
sent to the Governor, the members of
the selection committee shall meet to
discuss their individual evaluations of
the candidates. No other persons, other
than the official members of the selection committee, as well as the chairperson or repre.sentati ve of ASUM if
allowed to be present by a vote of the
selection committee , s hall be present
during this portion of the proceedings.
No persons shall attempt to influence
these proceedings by being present
ei ther in the intermediate office. teleconference center, or boardroom, nor by
being present in the general vicinity
whe re their presence might be di sturbing to one or more of the members of
the selection committee and the chai rperson or representati ve of ASUM, that
the chairperson or representative of
ASUM, even if allowed as non-voting
wimess, does not playa direct role in
the selectlon of the final three candidates.
8. Once the members of the selection committee have reached consensus
on the three names to be sent to the
Governor, this decis ion shall be considered final. The three names chosen
shall be made public. However, there
shall be no mention of who was "most
favored". nor of who was "least
favored" by the selection committee, by
any member of the selection committee

or any portion of the proceedings. The
individual members of the selection
committee shall be advised that th ~
three names sent to the Governor are
officially unranked, and any communication of details which might portray
one of the three candidates as ranked
above another is strictly forbidden. The
members shall remember that their
comments may appear in media publications, and might serve to influence the .
portion of the process which is as yet
incomplete. Additionally, the members
of the selection committee s hall tak e
into consideration the dig ni ty of th ose
candidates who were not among the
final three to be recommended to the
Governor, and no discussion shall take
place publicly as to which candidates
were eliminated from the process first.
or last in selecting the final three, nor
shall there by any other mention of candidate ranking in any form.
9. Should the members of the selection committee fail to reach consensus
on three names by the official deadline
of November 4, 1997 , the selection
committee shall continue to deliberat
until such consensus
is achieved.
Under no circumstances shall less than
nor more than three names be submitted to the Governor due to a lack of
consensus. In the event that that deadline is not fIlet, the selection committee
shall observe any recommendations by
the Governor of Missouri or th e
Govemor's Cabinet which might serve
to foster consensus. Re comm endations
by the Governor shall be considered
compulsory, and shall be observed by
the members of the membe rs of the
selection committee even if a conflict
exists between such recommendations
and the gu idelines for reachin g Consensus
as
descri bed
above.
Recommend ations by
persons other
than the Governor or members of th e i
Governor's Cabinet shall no! be considered compulsory, but m ay be considered
at the discretion of the selection committee by consensus among those mem bers.
10. TIle selection committee shall
not discriminate on the basis of race,
ethnicity, age, gender, religion. sexual
orientation, physical handicap , or marital or family status . Other protection
from discrimination against any candidate may be afforded by the anti-discri mination policy of the University of
Missouri-St. Louis as described in the
official handbook of that campus.
The Student Curator

I

Selection Committee
Michael Rankins, chairman
Any Questions? 516-5286
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The check is in the (e)mail
Skyrocketing maintainence costs will mean new mainframe for campus
by Becky Zagurski
special to The Current

The University' s Computer
Science department is investigating ways to cut the $IOO,OOO-peryear mainte nance cost of the
UMSLVMA campus computing
server down to less than $10,000
per year.
The UMSLVMA server is a 10year-old mainframe computer and
is used to run vari ous software,
such as som e student e-mail
accounts , older programming languages and SAS, a statistical software application used by social
science departments.
Jerrold Siegel, coordinator for
campus computing, said that the
"campus does not have the money
to maintain a system like
[UMSLVMA]."
While the money that will be
saved has not been committed
towards any particular project,
Siegel said a variety of things
could be done with the money.
Siegel attributed the high maintenance costs associated with the

server to software licensing
restrictions. In the past, he said
IBM would not sell its software.
Instead , the University had to sign
yearly software contracts.
Recently, IDM has developed a
new mainframe that is much
cheaper to maintain because the
software is sold with the machine.
Siegel said this is important
because the "University should
pay for software once, instead of
year after year."
Siegel said that at this time, the
estimated cost of the new server
would be around $80,000, with
yearly maintenance costs of less
than $10,000.
Siegel does not foresee the new
server being installed until July
1998 because the current contract
for UMSLVMA has already been
paid through that time.
Siegel said the draw back to the
new system is that it will not have
as much power as the old one. The
University could buy a machine
with more power, but IBM will
only sell the software on the less

tCounseling services offers
free depression screening
by Mary Lindsley
staff writer

In an effort to heighten awareness of
the symptoms of and treatments for
clinical
depression ,
University
Counseling Services sponsored free
depression screenings and an informational seminar as part of National
Depression Screening Day.
Students participated by filling out
questionnaires at locations in the
University Center, the Women's Center
and Counseling Services.
Gloria Lubowitz, a psychologist
with Counseling Services, said one of
the key goals of the event was to raise
consciousness about depression.
\ "The primary goal is to build awareness," Lubowitz said. "There may ~
[people] out there who aren't aware of
what the signs are, who aren't aware
that depression doesn't have to go on
. \ forever and that there's a reasonable
cpre for it"
Another focus of the effort was to
assist sturlents who may need treatment.
"If we pick up somebody who may
have some signs of depression, we'll
suggest that they get a more thorough

SEARCH,

The following is a list of c0mmon symptoms of depression. If
you experience more than five of
these symptoms for longer than
two weeks or the symptoms are
interfering with your ability to
function normally, you should
seek help from your doctor or a

analysis." Lubowitz said.
Lubowitz said there is a distinction
between simply "feeling down" and
having clinical depression, which
involves both feelings of sadness and
physiological symptoms.
"It's a combination of feeling really
bad and also being tired, not being able
to eat, [and] not being motivated,"
Lubowitz said.
This is the fourth year Counseling
Services has been involved with
National Depression Screening Day.
The nationwide effort was started in
1991 by Douglas Jacobs to hel p the estimated 17 million Americans who suffer
from depression , aCcording to the
National Institute for Men~ Health.
. Many who have the illness don't
receive treatment because they have
been misdiagnosed, they don't recognize the symptoms, or they blame the
problem on weakness, Lubowitz said.
"It's important to realize that you can
be helped," said Lubowitz. "You don 't
have to live your life being sad and
down and unmotivated. There are short
cuts to good menta! health. Why not
take advantage of them?"

• Persistent feelings of sadness,
anxiousness, or emptiness
• Sleeping too little or too much
• Reduced appetite and weight
loss, or ircreased appetite and
weight gain
• Loss of interest or pleasure in
activities once enjoyed
• Restlessness or irritability
• Ongoing physical symptoms that
don~ respond to treatment sLdl as
head ad1es, chronic pain, or
digestiye problems
• Diffil::Ulty corcentrating, remembering, or rraking decisions
• Loss of energy or fatigue
• Feelings of guilt, hopelessness,
or worthlessness
• Thoughts of death or suicide

pend these proceedings until Troy
Nash agrees to remove himself from
any involvement in this process."
Nash said he was just doing his job
by informing Whitteman of the con·
cerns that people from UM-St. Louis
had expressed.
"I want to make sure the process is
fair and open and that it is perceived
that way," Nash said
Once the selection process
resumes, the selection committee will
interview all the candidates during one
weekend. Rankins said the committee
will interview each candidate for
about 2S or 30 minutes, probably
meeting with half of them on Saturday
and the other half on Sunday. He said
they should not have to meet long
because the committee members have
had a lot of time to read through the

applications and think about who
would be a good representative.
Student govemment presidents are
the only members required to be on
the committee. Past selection committees have opted to recruit members
other than those required to serve, but
the present committee has not.
Rankins said the four student body
presidents chose not to include other
additional members based on the law
that governs the process.
"We decided to rely on state
statutes, not on what past precedent
has been, because past precedent is not
always the best choice," he said .
With a small number of people
on the committee, Rankins said
"diversity is a concern" to him, and
he will keep a close watch on the
process to make sure it is fair.

"We got full cooperation from UPB."
The problems prompted a meeting
between Blanton, McCarty and
Chitwood on Monday; they recommended the event be canceled.
Other events were called off for
lack of interest. The Student
Government Association had planned a
golf cart parade and a window decorating contest for buildings on campus.
Both were called off earlier in the week
due to lack of participation, according
to SGA President Jim Avery.
Avery said only one golf cart had
been reserved for the parade, while the
window decorations never made it
beyond the planning stages.
Avery said problems with the
homecoming committee were to blame
for the difficulties. He said that while

the first meetings were well-attended,
participation dropped off rapidly.
Avery said that only he and one
other person attended the final meeting.
"It was great, and then it just fell
apart," Avery said of the planning
process. "At one point, · people quit
coming."
Avery suggested that future homecomings be planned by a special organization with funding and an official
status.
"I don't really see it as SGA's
responsibility," Avery said. "I'd like to
see homecoming become a recognized organization. "
Despite the problems, Avery said
ticket sales for the dance were
exceptional. He said the dance sold
out of its more than 330 tickets.

mental health professional.

t

Ashley CooklThe Current

Normandy police officers Shanika, left, and Ormerod, right. assess the damage of a UM-St.
Louis student's car after its driver lost control and the car rolled several times on Natural
Bridge Road near the South Campus/MetroLink entrance Thursday.
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If you feel you need help or
additional infonnation, contact
Counseling Services at 5165711.

from page 1

room, while the UM-KC location was
muted, Troy (Nash) was 'screaming'
at her and the teleconference technicians."
Nash called the accus ations
"ridiculous."
"Nobody screamed and yelled in
Kansas City," he said. "There was
some screaming and yelling from the
other campuses."
Nash said he felt the teleconference
was getting out of hand, so he said he
asked the technician to end it.
\ "All that name-calling just takes
away from the issues," he explained.
The selection committee failed to
set a date for when it would interview
the candidates.
In his letter, Rankins announced, "I
hereby exercise my authority as chairman of the selection committee to sus-

CANCEL,

powerful systems. Buying a larger
system would require a yearly
software contract like the one currently costing so much to maintain .
Because of the power limitations of the new machine, some
changes will have to be made by
some faculty, staff and students, "
Siegel said.
Some of these
changes have already been taking
place, said Siegel.
For example, students that sign
up for e-mail accounts are given
UNIX accounts . The UNIX
servers run better versions of the
necessary software than what is
currently on UMSLVMA.
Siegel said he realizes people
may be reluctant to make changes
to the current way of doing things.
And in some situations, the old
software should be transferred to
the new server.
Siegel's eventual goal is to
move as many users off of the old
server, particularly University email accounts, so that when the
new server is installed, the system
will run as smoothly as possible.

MEE

I NG

from page 1

.1and I don 't know 1'f we cornmurucate
. d
that with (UPB)."
UPB President Sharone Hopkins
said the board was happy to help with
bonfire expenses but Newman House
only requested funding for T-shirts.
ijopkins said UPB ordered the shirts
ahd covered the event's promotional
costs just as in previous years.
"We were going to assist them in all
the ways that they wanted us to assist
them," Hopkins said . "We only can do
what they ask us."
Ann Raczkiewicz, former president
o Newman House and coordinator for
the bonftre, conftrrned that UPB was
not at fault for the difficulties.
"The problem was not with UPB, it
was communication problems within
my organization," Raczkiewicz said.

www.umsl.edu/studentlife/currenV
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Curator selection process is off to bad start
THE ISSUE:
The search for
the next student
curator has
been put on
hold while the
selection committee bickers
with system officials.

WE SUGGEST:
The search committee needs to
refocus its efforts
on more important issues like
diversity among
committee members instead of
fighting and
namecalling.

So WHAT Do You THINK?
Let us hear from
you. Submit a
fetter to the editor on this or
any issue.

I

f the next student representative
to the UM Board of Curators is to
represent the students professionally, it won't be because the
search committee has led by example. After beginning positively with 14
applications from students, the selection process quickly took a nose dive
when Jim Whitteman, student govemment president of UM-Kansas City,
withdrew from the committee amid
concerns that "certain individuals
(were) exerting undue influence" over
the process.
And Whitteman's resignation only
diverts attention from the larger, more
troubling aspect of the search: the
absence of diversity in the committee.
The members of the selection committee, consisting of five white males,
may not be biased , but they certainly
do irwite comparisons of the committee to a group of good 01' boys. Since
no ethnic or cultural diversity whatsoever exists among the members of the
committee, it is little wonder that people are concerned about the propriety
of the search thus far.
To make matters worse, the committee's first order of business, interviewing each candidate, was put on
hold while committee members bickered with system officials. Michael
Rankins, chairman of the search
committee, has temporarily suspended the selection process because he
says Troy' Nash, the present student
curator, has wrongfully inserted himself into the proceedings. So, while
candidates wait for Rankins to allow
the process to move forward, the

weeks quickly pass by and approach
the end of the year when the current
curator's term is up. If the search
committee does not interview candidates soon, it will have to rush
through the selection process to
make up for lost time, which is what
the committee plans to do anyway.
Rankins said the preliminary interviews will be held over one weekend
and each will last only 25 or 30 minutes. Screening candidates at such a
break-neck speed does not seem like
a responsible or professional way to
run the selection process.
Let us not forget that the board of
curators could function easily without
having a student curator, and as far as
the curators are concemed, the position is a privilege and not a necessity.
Nash has worked hard to build a
diplomatic image that suggests students are responsible and mature
enough to sit behind closed doors and
address students' concems. The curators respect him and have confidence
in his ability to communicate to them
what is best for the students.
All of this bickering and struggling
for power among students who are
supposed to represent all UM students
weakens that reputation and suggests
to the board of curators that maybe
students are too immature to hold a
post on the board .
The members of the selection
committee"need to stop all the namecalling, get past the accusations and
act like they are filling the most
important post a student can hold in
the UM system.

Student leaders
should learn to plan

R

ecent difficulties
surrounding the
bon-fire illustrate
the need for better communication and coordination
among organizations planning events.
Worthwhile activities
materialize at the end of a
chain of actions undertaken by individuals, and in
this case, groups. When
any link is broken or
absent, the whole process
falls apart.
Doubtless, this is, in fact ,
what happened during bonfire preparations. Various
organizations failed to fulfill
their responsibilities, and
as a result, countless links
never made it to the chain.
Quite possibly, such misfortunes can be avoided in
the future with the establishment of clear, publicized timetables outlining
stages of event preparation.
Only through a more
effective coordination of
efforts, can the hopes of
those who plan activities
ever come to fruition.

~~--~-----------------------READERRESPONSE--------------------------------

Rankins: interference
prompted delays

minutes on the conversations of all the
presidents save the one at UM-KC.
She told me that later, when she had
entered the room, while the UM-KC
location was muted, Troy was
"screaming" at her and the teleconference technicians. In recollection,
. Gayatri told me that she "was beginning to feel fearful" during the portion
of the exchange which I witnessed on
the monitor. She also told me that Troy
had said to her that ''he didn' t want to
get physical, but the next time he
spoke with her it wouldn't be pleas-

shall not be tolerated under any circumstances. If needed, I will continue
to suspend these proceedings indefinitely, before I will allow them to
become a forum for the perpetration llf
this victimization of women.
Michael S. Rankins

ing out about how all students were not
given a chance to vote.
This needs to Ix brought to your
attention also. The SGA does not think
lrighly about All UM-St. Louis students. This is another example of how
South Campus and evening students
are considered second class citizens
when it comes to campus activities .
Steven M. WoHe
graduate education student

During a teleconference on Oct. 8
concerning the selection process for the
next srude.nt curator, iu me pre-sence of
the student government presidents from
all universities in the. UM system. Troy
Nash addressed the curator selection
committee.. Troy, who is not a part of
the sefe.ction process as described by
state statute, had been in.vited to this
This campus does not look like this
conference to e.xplain his intervention
is Homecoming Week. Where are the
in the proceedings. Also invited to this
signs advertising All of the activities
ant. "
conference was Gayatri Bhatt, chair of
(they all should have been in The
As a counseling student and former
In response to Gene Marshall 's
the Associated Students of the
Current ad last week as well as this
victim advocate, I am professionally as
editorial
in the Oct. 6 issue, I would
week)?
Unive;rsity of Missouri, who was there
well as personally offended by this discompliment
him on his effort
like
to
to make an appeal to the committee.
What about the details of the
play of behavior. On the sole basis of
to
sound
like
he
knows
what he is
Both, persons had an equal right to
parade? There is no mention of it anythis behavior, I hereby exercise my
talking
about.
The
same
fallacie s that
sp~ak during this conference, and both
where.
authority as chairperson of the selecof
he
suffers from
he
accuses
Kendall
were located at the teleconference cenHomecoming
election
once
again
tion committee to suspend these prohimself -- open-ended stateter at UM-KC (along with
ments and a lack of evithe preside.nt of the SGA at
dence to support his claims .
UM-KC). However, after
Mr. Marshall, violence
waiting quietl y outside. the
against women does occur
rOom for , ometime while
more often than what you
r-,J[r. Nasb spoke, Gayatri
see on the front page of the
attempled to enter the room
newspaper. So when you
to assume a seat
say "she implies that the
In clear vic.\\' of the video
occurrence of an attack such
screen. Troy sile.nced the
as this is a commonplace
mi.crophoFlc. at his location.
everyday thing that all
He. Ihen proceeded to thwart
women experience often," I
GCkyatri '5 tremendous efforts
would like to say every 40
to reestablish the voice link,
seconds a woman is raped
tIliming the microphone off
and every 9 seconds a
agaillil repealedly. Despite her
Woman is battered by her
obviolL<; desire to be heard,
partner.
How many have to
Troy cou ld be seen forcefu lbe
assaulted
before we
ly .iamming hi'S finger onto
b V£ to A LAC.K 0 F 0F16ANIL.ATION AND FUJIIl>s I fY'OIT oF11-I-G
should
do
something?
And
the mute butlon again and
A~VITI E S PtANI'I.ffiD For<. HDM; CoM ING wER£i CAtJc.e-L.LeI>. AS A
your
notion
that
man
ag.ain. Even more shocking.
J<"ESL\LT- T J.t&' ONE 6 V'f WHo WolJ.ld HAve AITfNne-D WitS UPsIT.
against man violence far
he ~l!m proceeded to step in
outnumbers violence against
['tonr
and physically
\\lomen is also incorrect
ub ~t'tuc.t the control box, his
doe·s not allow all students to participate because battery of a woman every
.opnsiderabl'e t{mn seeming to glower
ceedings until Troy Nash agrees to
nine seconds makes it the most comin the election. Only two days on South
OYe,t the pe(ite and slender Gayatri
remove hlmself from any involvement
monly occurring crime. I would love
when North campus get 4 is not fair
in this process. While my deepest symBhatt.
to see where your statistics came
(discriminates against those who only
During a phone call to me later that
pathy is extended to the. 14 fine candifrom. or were they divinely inspired?
attend Tuesday-Thursday). Many
nighf. Ua atri told me that Troy had
dates wno await their interViews, I
Furthermore, your statement that
South campus students do not even go
blocked the· doorway to the teleconferknow that they, as sensitive and empa"is the way of the world"
violence
on North. Also, evening students do not
ence c",n'te4' to her prior to establishing
thetic human beings, would agree that
not
only
reveals
your lack of compasget a chance to vote. This needs to be
video {)f vo ice. ccmtaC.t in the cOl}fe·rence his type of intimidation serves as a
see LETTERS, page 8
changed . Even if I win, I will be comwbil' he eavesdropped fov nearl'y 10"
corruption to this selection process and

or

Homecoming not for
all students

University's absence
of diversity is obvious

U

r0l

THE

Doug Harrison

Your response is an important part of the weekly debate on this page.
Letters should be brief, and those not exceeding 200 words will be given
preference. We edit letters for clarity, length and grammar. All letters must
be accompanied by your name and daytime telephone number.

Writer was everything
he complained about

niversity power brokers met in JC Penney last week
for the monthly Faculty Senate meeting. I, too, was
there though I don't count myself among the powerful, and while I was munching on the free and very good
chocolate clrip cookies and throwing back some equally free
. but not nearly as good lemonade, I realized something: if by
whatever unfortunate or bizarre or inexplicable means all the
people in that room disappeared, the University'S female and
minority population would go virtually unchanged. _
Surely, I thought, some scheduling conflict had kept the
non-white and/or female senators, administrators and senior
faculty members from attending.
But when I flipped to the back of my campus directory
where an organizational chart lists the
senior administrative officers, I saw what
one wants to disbelieve of any professed
institution of progress and opportunity :
white males still have a relatively firm
grip on the power structure.
In all, the UM-St. Louis organizational
chart identifies 44 people as its top administrative officers. By my count, 17 of them
are female or minority. That includes a
DougHarrison
bevy of managers, associate directors and
whitemaJe
. developmental personnel, who are very
important to the institution . But, to be
frank, they are not high on the list of power brokers.
That list is composed primarily of academic officers. From
the chancellor, to the vice chancellor for Academic Affairs to
those directly below him, there are 20 positions. Aside from
the chancellor, three of the posts are filled by women. None of
the three are deans of a college or associate vice chancellors.
Those, needless to say, are filled by males.
And this snapshot is not as troubling as the trend that could
be afoot: the women and minorities who have recently left toplevel academic positions have been filled largely by white
males . Witness primarily Shirley Martin and Roosevelt Wright. I
All this culminates in the same month as the recent 20th
anniversary celebration of the American Council on Education
National Network for Women Leaders in Higher Education.
We'll call it ACE for everyone's benefit.
The chancellor was among ACE's founding members, and
as such, she was asked to facilitate a panel discussion at its
recent conference.
An unfortunate leg injury prevented her from attending, but·
that doesn't diminish the prominence she enjoys among her
colleagues in ACE.
"Dr. Touhill is wide ly admired as one of the founders of this
women's leadership organ ization ," says campus representative
to ACE, Jeanne Zarucchi. "S he is viewed as a successful
example of a woman who has risen" in her chosen field.
And indeed s he is .
I just hope history, and her colleagues at UM-St. Louis, will
remember the chancellor as a champion not just of her own
abilities and talents but also of other qualified, successful
women and minorities.

Spirit of homecoming
past lives not in U

E

ach season during the academic year always seems to
tri~ger in me a certam sense of nostalgia for the good
01 days of hIgh school. Although I have no desire to
crawl back into the womb of my alma mater, sometimes I do
get caught up in reminiscing the good memories of my middle
teenage years . As time passes these memories somehow shine a
light that blocks out all the boring , melancholy and tragic days that every high school
student has.
Durin g the fall everybody was always in "'good mo od. The school year was still new
and students were full of life, which built up
all summer and was released with an explosion of school spirit and class pride.
Besides the last week of school, homeBiliRoHes
coming was always the best time of year.
managingeditor
Everybody was so full of spirit - I guess
that's why we called homecoming week "spirit week" Each
day of spirit week had a spec ific th eme. And even th ough they
were rather cheesy themes like '''60s day " or "dress-up as your
favorite teacher day," they were still fun .
On Friday of spirit week we would have a pep rally in the
afternoon . On that day each class would dress up in its designated color: freshmen wore green clothes, sophomores wore
yellow, juniors wore purple and seniors wore red.
I'm sure the usual disagreements and cat fights occurred
during spiri t week, but I can't remember any. All r can picture
about spirit week is the four blocks of colors that filled the
bleachers during the pep rally. And ;f I recall correctly, every
homecomi ng pep rally was held on a cloudless sun ny day, and
the temperature was set at a comfortabl e 70 degrees.
The football game on Saturday saw the larges t crowd of the
year.
In my four years of high school the football team never did
win a game, but the crowd still had school spirit and shouted as
if it were watclring the class 4A state champio nship team.
1
I miss the camaraderie and vibrancy that went along with
high school spirit week, and I don't think many events could
compare to that week .
That' s why I decided not go to the homecoming dance
Saturday night. r know I'm only adding to that negative spiril
that lurks in almost every student on this campus, but I didn't
think the dance could possibly li ve lip to the fond m emories of I
swaying to mu sic in the old high school gym.
I think parI of what made the high school dance so much fun
was the excitement that built up during spirit week that added
to the anticipation of a grand event. For several weeks leading
up to homecoming, the halls would be filled with the chatter of
teenagers making plans for the of the dance. I think we had
more fun before homecoming week because we were, in a
sense, dreamers. We were anticipating the most perfect spirit
week a bunch of teenagers could possibly have.
Unfortunately, the "spiritless week" we had on campus thi s
year, which mirrored each year that I have been at UM-St.
Louis, did not cultivate any sort of ex citing an ti cipa tion.
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Pood, Pun andPriends
Sold out Homecoming crowns U royalty on Riveifront
by Stephani Crawford
BeckyRickard
featuresedrtor

staff writer
All of the glitterati were present as the
music thumped and bumped, the dancers
sweated and neckties carne off at the UMSt Louis Homecoming Dinner and Dance
held Saturday night at the Regal
Riverfront Hotel.
The affair begat at 7:30, whereupon
those attending began to fmd their tables,
sit, and chat with friends. Dinner began
promptly at 8, with Chicken with Apple
Sauce, Pecan Rice, and Vegetable Strips
as the main fare. Although the food was
good, some thought it to be a bit too
fancy for ordinary tastes. Brian Green
(senior, secondary education) felt this to
be the case. "College students want real
food. This is too elegant," Green said.
After dinner came the moment that all
were anticipating. .. the announcement
of Homecomng King and Queen. A hush
fell over the crowd as Jim Avery,
President of Student Government
Association and master of ceremonies for
the evening, announced the winners.
Senior Pat Rauscher, president of RHA
and Chairman of the Homecoming
Committe, and Erin O'Brien, Treasurer
of Alpha Xi Delta, were crowned UM-St
Louis's Homecoming King and Queen
for 1997. O'Brien said, "It was an honor
to be crowned Queen. I'm so proud that
[Alpha Xi Delta) won Homecoming
Queen this year. It really does a good
job of getting our name out on campus
N, a part of the Greek system, I feel
that the fraternities and sororities are
doing a lot to promote a more residential , connected feel on campus and less
like a bunch of strangers who commute
in every day."
The dance floor was packed with

!

was 23 years-old for two
years. How, you ask? Like
thousands, if not millions
of 19 and 20 year-aIds , I had a
fake ID. I was a criminal who
committed a federal offense for
two years . Actually, I had a
"fixed" or "chalked" ID that was
sprayed with a defective can of
art spray that allowed my
"chalked" date of birth to not
appear tampered with under a
blue light. (Th e artist who performed this masterpiece is now
studying criminal justice .)
For two years , I loved going to
the bars. As a 19, oops, I mean
"23" year-old, I would look a bartender in the eye, ask for a Bud
Light and mutter the word "sucker" under my breath .
However, I always had a certain fear every time I met a
bouncer or eyed a police officer
in the bar. I still loved the bars,
even when I was twenty. In fact,
since I had a fake ID for over a
year, certain bouncers didn't even
card me anymore.
When I turned 21, I continued
to frequent the bars not because it
was fun but rather, because I
could. Within the first three
months of turning 21, I sampled a
different drinking establishment
every weekend. However, many
of my friends were not of age
which resulted in patronizing the
"underage" bars like Morgan
Street Brewery, (the now defunct)
Harpo's, Sanctuary and The
Green Room. It's funny that when
I was underage, I called the bar an
"underage" bar but now that 1'm
22, I call these bars "kiddie" bars .
I always imagined that once I
was 21, a whole new world would
open up to me. Wrong. I still
hung out at the same bars, saw the
same people and acted the same
way. If I tried to be creative;
change scenery and move on to a
new est.:.blishment, the same faces
I always saw had the same creative idea. It was the great migration of khaki pants, plaid shirts,
Jennifer Aniston hair styles and
}weekend smokers.
It was the beginning of the
end. After I turned 21, I became a
bar snob. I hated being at bars
infested with "kids." I mocked the
girls who would talk about the
"perfect guy" they met at the bar.
1 rolled my eyes at the numerous
guys that wore the same Polo or
Tommy Hilfinger plaid shirts. I
wanted to cut the straps off every
tiny back pack/purse I saw. I was
plotting a coup d' etat against
every guy wearing a Fighting
Cocks hal.
I I'm over it now. Of course,
rtow, I am old. 21 seems like a
decade ago. When I talk to
'\ younger people I find myself sayI ing, " When I was your age, I
walked five miles to school barefoot in the snow, etc. I" My
thoughts have turned from planning spring break to 401 k retirement planning. I am old enough
. ow to appreciate the taste of beer
rather than its effects. And what is
it about hangovers? I rarely had
hangovers until I turned 21. Now,
if I smell a beer, I schedule half
of my day for recovery time.
As I approach 23 (for real this
t ime), I've learned to accept
"underagers." I was young once
too. I thought I wore the Jennifer
Aniston haircut well and 1've
upgraded my backpack/purse to a
real backpack . I wish I could go
back to being a weekend smoker
fecause I hate stinking like a bar
when I'm not in a bar.
Let's face it-I'm not getting
any younger. Although that "kid"
era was fun , I'm glad I have the
t wisdom to appreciate it for what
it was-boredom and stupidity.

Top: Erin O'Brian is
crowned Homecoming
queen by her fellow
students.
Left: Pat
Rauscher is named
Homecoming
king.
Right: homecoming
goers parade around
the ballroom in a train.

j

column appears every
other week. You can write to her at The
Current 7940 Natural Bridge Road 51.
Louis 63t21, email her at
sl008548@admiral.umsl.edu. By phone
at 516-5174 or by fax at 516-6811.

\ Becky Rickard's

more than 300 sweaty bodies all bumping, grinding and "Riding the Train" .
Much to everyone's relief, the
Macarena was not
in evidence.
Elizabeth Gavin
and Andy Enstall
summed up the
evening's festivities quite simply:
"It's going swell ,"
they said, accompanying the
phrase with the
"thumbs-up" sign.
Jim Avery,
"Pat Rauscher
President of SGA,
gets
all the credit
was pleased with
for this. He's the
the turnout and
the dance in genone who made it
eral. "Pat
happen. I was
Rauscher gets all
very pleased to
the credit for this.
He's the one who
see the high
made it happen. I
turnout, which
was very pleased
was more than
to see the high
turnout, which
double last year's
was more than
. .. I realty feel
double last year's.
that this dance is
We sold out ticka sign of what's
ets, and I really
feel that this
to corne for UMdance is a sign of
St. Louis."
what's to corne for
-Jim Avery
UM-St. Louis."
Avery said.
SGA president
The high interest and turnout
really helped
make this year's event special, and if
that's any indication, next year should
be the best ever.

WHAT COLOR BEST DESCRIBES YOU
AND WHY?

"Green - because it is the
color of life and rebirth."
- Brandy Williams
sophomore/education

"Yellow warm ."

it's bright and

- Donna Clark
senior/psychology

"Purple nature."

it's mysterious in

- Keith Robinson
senior/MIS

"Black - it's a combination
of many colors."
- Gary Baumstark
senior/education

Course takes studleDts out
of ODe classroom and into another
by Fran Pickett
special to The Current
and Becky Rickard
staff writer

room time with the middle school students and lecture time at the middle school itself. UM-St. Louis
students work at the middle school from 8 a.m. to
about 3 p.m. not only observing, but also assisting
College is full of opportunity. Unfortunately, stuthe classroom teacher. After the middle school childents are unaware of the vast opportunities a universidren are at horne watching cartoons or MTV, UMty has to offer, especially in the area of class selection.
S1. Louis students meet in one of the middle
Sometimes the class might be beneficial but isn't what
school's classrooms to share what they have experithe student expects.
enced during the day and listen to the instructor lecElementary Education 253 is one of these courses .
ture.
Instead of being listed as an education course, it is listOne might think thatal1 the extra traveling and
ed as an extension class. This is not your average runwork for a class is too mucb trouble. However the
of-the-mill course. In fact, students don't even sit in a
students currently taking Elementry Education 253
lecture hall listening to instructors drone on about thebelieve the extra travel and work they put forth on a
ories of education while taking notes or sleeping.
daily basis is worthwhile. Senior education major
Elementary Education 253 is a Professional
Dave Davis is now taking his third Professional
Development School course, a combined effort
Developement Course.
between UM-St.
"Our
Louis and Parkway
colJeuges that
Central Middle
are going to
School that allows
graduate without
education majors to
a Professional
gain more experiDevelopement
ence in a classroom.
Course have no
This course also
idea everything
helps the instructor
that we have
teach future educapicked up out in
tors disguised as
the schools even
college students .
if they only
Elementary
have one PDS
Education 253
class. Even
instructor Tony
the30-hour
Ambrose explained
observation in
that the Professional
the Education
Development
101 class can't
School was created
photo courtesy of Tony Ambrose
compare to the
because a board of
experience where
Tony Ambrose, center, teaches a class.
university educators
you're out ill the
believed "The business of training teachers is somefield getting to know kids on a daily basis. Working
thing to be done partly on campus and partly in the
with the same kids over and over, you can see what
schools working with classroom teachers and stuis going on in the school. I think these classes
dents for the benefit of the school kids, c1assfQom
should be mandatory."
teachers and professors on university campuses. In
Just remember when looking into classes to take
this environment people are able to support and
next semester one might want to browse the exteneach other in learning."
sion course section . A rewarding opportunity might
The format of the course is split between c1asssurface that otherwise would have been overlooked.
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Kevin Kline gives lunnv,
dignified performance

ASampling of recent
Samples' release

In and Out
Paramount
In and Out is a comedy hit. It is
funny, sensitive and caring. In and Out
takes on a potentially touchy subject,
treats it with dignity and class and
comes away with a winner.
Kevin Kline is superb in this film.
Howard Brackett's (Kevin Kline)
world is about to be turned upside down
when one of his former students ,
Cameron
Drake (Matt
Dillon),
announces Brackett is gay at the
Academy Awards.
Brackett is an English teacher in a
small town in Indiana. The ironic part is
that Brackett is supposed to be married
in just a few days.
A media barnstorming tour quickly
follows Drake 's ann ouncement. The
press soon leaves after Brackett issues a
statement saying he is not gay.
But one intruding TV reporter sticks
around because he thinks there is more
to the story. Peter Malloy (Torn Selleck)
thinks Brackett is hiding something .
The race continues from that point, with
Brackett trying to be a man and Malloy

trying to convince him he is gay.
Brackett must prove to everyone,
including his parents (Wilford Brimley
and Debbie Reynolds), his principal
(Bob Newhart) and the whole town, that
he is not gay.
The episodes that follow are chuck
full of hilarious scenes in which Kline
uses his physical acting abilities to the
maxImum.
One scene in particular sticks out in
my mind, Brackett is listening to an
"Exploring Your Masculinity" tape. He
dances crazily allover his living room.
It is quite entertaining.
In and Out is definitely one of the
best films of this year and a charming
romantic comedy. This film is not
offensive and instead handles the potentially volatile subject of homosexuality
with wit and class .
In and Out is not a landmark film.
nor is it meant to be . If you are looking
for a great film about homosexuality,
rent Philadelphia.
But if you want to laugh, not cry, go
see In and Out.
- Matthew Regensburger

The Samples
Transmissions from the Sea of Tranquility
The Samples' latest release is a compilation of new
songs, live songs and old remade songs. Transmissions
from the Sea of Tranquillity, a double CD, will be released)
on Tuesday though some may consider it long overdue.
Highlights of this
album are new ver- (It) also incorporates
sions of "The Last
a version of JoJ'm
Drag," "Indiana" and
Lennon's "Watching
"Giants." The CD also
includes some new or the Wheels," which I ~
previously unreleased immensely enjoyed. ,
material, four songs to
be
precise .
Transmissions from the Sea of Tranquillity also incorporates a version of John Lennon's "Watching the Wheels,"
which I immensely enjoyed.
The Samples are well-known for their live shows. The
band has quietly built a huge underground following, somewhat similar to the more familiar Dave Matthews Band or
previously to The Grateful Dead. Transmissions from the
Sea of Tranquillity makes the best of the band's live shows
in a home setting. The CD includes some live material but
not enough to satisfy the fan who is always asking for more.
This CD is heaven sent for the true die-hard fans . Those
who don't know The Samples too well will like this album
just as well. It starts off with a bang and ends just the same.
Kevin Kline stars in the new Paramount film In and Out.

- Matthew Regensburger

-------------------------------------;CONCERTREVIEV~v-------------------------------------

CowboV Mouth rocks during and after concert
Cowboy Mouth

Oct. 8
Cowboy Mouth from New Orleans,
Louisiana played to an extremely energetic crowd on Wed . Oct. 8. Though,
being short of a sell - out was disappointing for this great live band.
Before the show, Cowboy Mouth
spoke to me about New Orleans and
their live show. Cowboy Mouth is very
animate about their hist ory in New
Orleans. Paul Sanchez, rhythm guitar
and vocals, said "New Orleans is one of
the greatest cities in the world, let alone
the U.S. It is very much a part of our
band. "
Actuall , not all of the members are
from New Orlean s. John Thomas
Griffith is from Cuba, MO , but later
migrated to the eternal party haven.
The live show, however, brought out
a huge response from all three members (Griffith was not present during

the interview). Rob Savoy (bass and
vocals) claimed "whoever is in attendance is actually a part of the band. "
Fred Leblanc (drummer and vocals)
said "The show is intended to let people forget about their worries. Let it
go!" The band wants people to smile
after the show is over. The point
Cowboy Mouth tries to make in the
show is to have fun . Leblanc conveys
his me' age this way: "I want everyone
to experience what I call a rock and roll
orgasm ,"
I stayed around for the show after
the interview. Treehouse opened up for
them. Treehou e put on a good show.
Sanchez. aid "Whoe J opens fo r us
have to be confident of themselves ."
The sho w opened up with enigmatic leader Leblanc taking his po. ition at
the front of the stage . An inte-resting
place for a drummer, but a perfect place
for Lebl anc . It then went straight into

crowd participation with Leblanc
yearning for rhythm. He screamed over
and over again "Give me rhythm, give
me rhythm.' He demanded participation and it was given freely to him.
They played for almost two full
hours : the crowd wanted more.
Eventually Leblanc gave in. to hi s
showman cravings, and left the stage
for the bar. He made the people sitting
at the bar move to the floor. To end the
sho w, Cowboy Mouth played an
extended version of "Jenny Says."
In th middle of the song , Leblanc
wanted everyone to get on their knees
and go crazy when he reached the the
chorus. Leblanc yelled enough for one
lady to fin ally get down. As Leblanc
reached the chorus the crowd went
craz.y and jumped up and down furiously. The end reSUlt, everyone went home
happy. but extremely tired.
- Matthew Regensburger

Are you motivated, aggressive, fun and know how to take and
develop photographs? The Current may have a place for you.
UM-St. Louis' award-winning newspaper is looking for the right person
to direct its photography department.

Be a critic (of our web page, that is):
log on to The Current's web page and rate our site, its
content or any other aspect of modern ciuilization.

Send a resume to Bill at The Current. Address on page 4.

'Otbe Qt uttent

Yet another free timekiller brought to you by your pals at www.umsl.edulstudentlifelcurrentl

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or
sophomore with good
grades,apply now for a
three -year or two-year
scholarship from Army
ROTC. Army ROTC
scholarships pay

tuition, most books and
fees, plus $150 per school
month . They also payoff
with leadership experience and officer credentials impressive to
future employers.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, contact Army ROTC at:

935-5537

MEDtR ISK
PHYSICIAN UPDATERS
Medirisk, a leader in the healthcare information industry, has
several ~cellent entry-level opportunitie; for Physician Updaters
to join our Sl Louis location. Re;ponsibilitie; will include contacting previously in1Erviewed physidansin order to update their
personal information in our database. Requirements include telemarketing or customer support experience, e.xcellent communication skills and computer literacy. Our Company offers unlimited
career opportunities, flex:ible haUl'S, competitive salary. company
benefits and 401(k). For more information about our Company
please visit our We~te at www.medirisk.com. For immediate
consideration, send resume to: Corporate Recruiter, Two
Piedmont Center, 3565 Piedmont Road, Suite 400,
Atlanta, GA 30305. FAX (404) 364-6719: e-mail
address:' careers@medirisk.com. EOE M/FID/Y.
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SPORTS
off the

Rivermen and womenfall toQUi'DCV in·Homecoming action
by Ken Dunkin

by Ken Dunkin

KenDunkjn
sportseditor

I

t seems way too early for
the basketball programs
to be starting their practice, but the pre-season practice
season begins Oct. IS at 12:0 I

a.m.
The annual Midnight
Madness event wi II spark off
the practice season at the Mark
Twain Gym. The event is set up
to get student interest into the
basketball program.
With the soccer programs
I still going strong and the vol- .
, leyball team still hitting away It
just seems too early, but, gladly
it isn ' t.
I'm looking forward to getting an early peek at the men's
program. Last season was a
wash for the team. They suffered through injuries and lack
, of talent. Basically they stunk.
This year head coach Rich
Meckfessel and staff have
recruited and signed some very
talented players. The event will
give everyone a good look at
how this team will look for the
\ 1997-98 season.
The team had to replace center Kevin Tuckson who was the
only bright spot on last season's
squad. Josh Wolf and Jason
Logsdon will have the tough
task of replacing the big man in
Ithe m id d le.
I,
From what I've seen in the
team's non-coached matches,
Wolf could and should be a
great player once his weight
lcatches up with his height. He
'is 6-foat ll-inches and only
210 pounds. Though he isn't
bulky he still blocks shots well
and he fills up the lane. Those
are two things this team has
lacked since Eric 'Sweet
Pickle' Bickel graduated two
years ago. I'm looking forward
to seeing what Wolf can do with
help from assistants Chico
Jones and Scott Matthews.
Greg Ross and Kyle Bixler
will each have a good impact
on the squad . The two freshmen
\ had great high school careers. If
they can play half as well in
college as they di d high school
the team will be well improved.
The team also has several
very good transfer players .
Mike Harris, a former Indiana
~tate forward , joins the squad
to help provide needed depth .
Gene Stewart and Terrell
Alexander also join the squad
for the first time this Tuesday.
These newcomers will join a
fairly good returning core.
Jason Frillman the often injured
point guard has heaps of potential. He just needs to stay on the
court instead of on the trainer's
table.
Forward Eric Stiegman had
spurts last season. One game he
had the touch the next he couldn't crack the game rotation.
\Which player will show up this
year ? My bets are on the one
with the good touch.
The team shou ld be a good
squad if every piece of the puzzle fits into place. The event
Tuesday night should give a
Wlimpse of what the winter
sports have in store. I'm ready!
Bri ng on the s now!

Ken Dunkin 's column appears
every other week. Contact
him at 516 -5174, by fax at
516-6811 by mail
(see page 4) or by email
current@jinx.umsl.edu

staff writer
The Homecoming game was
a heartbreaker for the Riverme n .
They allowed the winning goal
three minutes into the second
overtime fell to 5-6 on the season.
The 5-4 loss was a tough one
for the Riverrnen. They had
scored several goals in the first
half but the defense couldn't
hold th e Quincy attack. The
Rivermen held a 4-3 lead at the
end of the first half.
"I thought that when we got
to overtime we had finally settled down," Redmond said.
"With the stop in play in regulation the guys slowed it down."
The Ri vermen went back to
the sty le they had been using all
year, a slow, attacking game.
This worked well in the . first
overtime .
"We had a really good first
overtime, " Redmond said, "but
we made far too many defensive
mistakes to win this game. I'm
not sure Quincy deserved to win
it either though they got a break at
the end."
The break happened when the
ball was near the UM-St. Louis
goal. Several of the Rivermen players said that the ball was out of
bounds. The linesman didn't blow
the wnistle and the game went on.
That was when Quincy midfielder
Scott RogJes banged in the win ning goa l three minutes into the
second overtime.
"They got a break. Our guys
said it was clearly out of bounds ,"
Redmond said, "but you have (0
play the whis tle. We're learning ,
sometimes th e hard way."
The team didn't have a problem sc oring , howeve r.
Kevin
Pierce had a goal and an assist.
The assist was a perfect pass that

Ashley Cook/The Current

Top: Rivermen Kevin Pierce
prepares to inbound a pass
to his teammates during
Saturday's
Homecoming
game against Quincy_ Right,
Dana Thompson does battles with the Quincy team in
the afternoon Homecoming
game Saturday. Both UM-St.
Louis teams lost.
Jason Aft put in off of a head ball.
Scott
Luczak
and
Mark
Mendenhall each ,;cored a goal.
" I was happy to see the scoring," Redmond said. "We didn ' t
play our game though. We can't
do that . We rarely put more than a
few passes together at a time ."

Midnight Madness, sock

hop set for this week
by Ken Dunkin
staff writer
This Tuesday night at midnight, the basketball programs will kick off their practice seasons. To help celebrate
this
event,
th e
University Programing Board
will be putting on a sock-hop
with local bands before the
inter-squad basketball game .
The 2nd annual Midnight
Madness will be at the Mark
Twain Gym. The event takes
place at midnight, due to
NCAA regulations prohibiting the teams from practicing
wjth the coaching staff before
their set date. At midnight the
team will play an inter-squad
game to give fans a look at
the 1997-98 basketball programs.
The event will begin with a
sock-hop, meaning that all
people in the gym will not be
able to wear their shoes,
which will be checked at the

iJ
li
~

Nicole Wall-emerges'as'on

door.
DJ Charlie Chan will be
spinning records in between
many local band performances. A stereo system and
20 inch television will also be
given away.
"This is an event where
everyone can come and have
a good time," said UPB president Sharone Hopkins. "This
is a big event all across the
country and it is great that the
students at UM-St. Louis
have the opportunity to get on
the bandwagon."
The event, sponsored by
UPB, is free to all who would
like to attend. The food and
soda booths will be open and
will be serving for a fee.

IN

staff write r
After a successful freshman
season, UM-St. Louis sophomore
Nicole Wall has set her sights on
making this volleyball season just
as productive.
As a freshman, Wall had 61
kills, 110 digs, ten service aces,
and had nine total blocks. She also
appeared in 56 games.
Last season, Wall was more of a
multipurpose player because she
did not have a se t position , and she
said one of her preseason goals
was to gain a set position. She is
now the Riverwomen's outside hitter.
Wall added that she had other
goals and expectations before the
season started.
"I definitely wanted to improve
as a hitter, and I wanted to step up
and be more of a vocal leader since
we are so young, " s he said.
At this point in the season, Wall
said she has seen improvement in
her play and has come close to
achieving her goals.
"I have achieved a position, and
I have worked hard on my hitting,"

she said .
So far thi s season, Wall has
emerged
as
one
of
the
Riverwomen's top players. She has
appeared in 58 games and she has
144 kills , 167 digs, 11 service aces
and 14 blocks.
Wall said that she takes pride in
her aggressive defense, but added
that there is much room for
improvement.
"I am really working hard to
improve my hitting and blocking,"
she said. "I also feel that will help
my confidence when I am on the
court. "
Wall said that from a team
standpoint, the Riverwo'men have
not played up to their full potential.
"We have so much talent, but
we are really in a transitional period," she said. "Laura Gray is our
only senior, so I felt like I had to
be more of a vocal leader since this
team is really. geared for next
year."
Although the team has struggled
(7-8 overall, 2-5 Great Lakes Valley
Conference), Wall said that there
have been many bright spots.

"Our defense and middle attack
has been impressive," she said.
"Things will tum around because we
are working well together as a unified team."
Wall also added that certain areas
need improvement.
"We really need to execute the
kill and our serving has to get better," she said.
Wall comes from a winning volleyball background. She attended
high scbool at Cor Jesu Academy
and led the team to a state title as a
first team all-state pick when she
was a seni or.
According to Head Coach Denise
Silvester, Wall is a great athlete who
is a total team player.
"Nicole is a competitor who
knows what it takes to win," she
said. "She brings that winning attitude with her to the court every
game."
Silvester added that Wall is the
type of player who is never satisfied
and always wants to be on top.
"She wants to be an intregal part
of this team 's success," she said.
"However she is not selfish; she
wants it to be a total team effort.

SCOREBOARD

SPORTS

I

Wednesday .

II

Friday

JI

Saturday

II

Sunday

I

15

II

17

II

18

II

19

vs.
St. Francis
7:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

Oct. 10
So. Indiana def. UM-St. Louis
12-15, 15~5, 10-15, 15-7, 1513.
Oct. 11
UM-St. Louis def. Kentucky
Wesleyan 15-5, 15-5, 15-3
WOMEN'S SOCCER

Tampa Classic
TBA

of

Riverwomen vollevbal 's top plavers
by Brian Folsom

The event, sponsored by UPB, is
free ...

T 'H IS WEEK
Contact the
Athletic
Department for
information
about these and
other events.

staff writer
The RiverwoII).en lost to Quincy
2-1 in the Homecoming game last
Saturday dropping their record to 5-8
overall and 3-5 in the Great Lakes
Valley Conference.
The Riverwomen kept themselves
in the game with tight defense. That
same defense betrayed them as
Quincy forward Susan .. Peterson
scored four minutes into overtime.
"It happened so quickly,"
Riverwomen head coach Beth Goetz
. said. '1 don't know if we didn't have
anything left physically but they just
walked right through us and put it
in."
The goal came at four minutes
into overtime. The defence had held
Quincy to one goal before overtime.
Quincy had many chances as they
had broken through the Riverwomen
midfield several times.
'They didn't give up anything,"
Goetz said. "I think it was just a
struggle. It took us so long to get
. going_We got great things from Beth
Ostermeyer and Karla Linder really
stepped it up."
The team was out-shot 11-5 for
the game. Most of the Riverwomen
shots came in the second half.
"We started off a little shaky,"
Goetz said. "In the second half we
came out and picked it up a lot The
work rate had gone up. They also
won a lot more ·balls."
The team was also hampered by
the loss of several players. DefeRder .
Tammi Madden is likely out for the
season. Diane Pohlman is having
back problems, and Diana Ermeling
couldn't make the game. Shannon
Humphrey also missed the game due
to a red card in the previous match.
"Numbers wise, we're hurting,
but I don't want to use that as an
excuse," Goetz said. "I think today it
was mostly mental letdowns in the
first half and in overtime."

at
IUPU-Frot Wayne
2:00 p.m.

at
Northern Kentucky
2:00 p.m .

Tampa Olassic
TBA

Tampa Classic
TBA

Oct. 4
SIU -Edwardsville 4, UM-St.
Louis 0 (SlUE: Megan
Meagles, Lynda Bowers 2,
Tori Mrakova; shutout by
Stacy WadeO
Oct. 11
Quincy 2, UM-St. Louis 1 (Q:
Janel Reickert, Susan
Peterson; UMSL: Julie Reiter)

MEN'S SOCCER

Oct. 4
SIU-Edwardsville 2, UM-St.
Louis 0 (SlUE: Justin Bernaix,
Jaron Hines; shutout by Andy
Korbesmeyer)
Oct. 7
UM-St. Louis 3, Drury 2
(UMSL: Scott Luczak, Ryan
Inkley, Alan Cross; 0: Tim
Oldani 2)
Oct. 11
Quincy 5, UM-St. Louis 4 (Q:
Scott Rogles 2, Matt Bolink 2,
Chris Atkinson; UMSL: Kevin
Pierce, Jason Aft, Mark
Mendenhall)

www.umsl.edu/studentlife/currentl
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Riverwomen fall to Quincy, try to regroup
by Brian Folsom
staff writer
The UM-St. Louis Riverwomen volleyball team
co ntinued to struggle as it fell 3~2 at Quincy on Oct.
2.

The Riverwomen (7-8 overall, 2-5 Great Lakes
Valley Conference), started off strong· and won the
first game 15-7. At that point, Head Coach Denise
Silvester said that the team's play was impressive.
"We played strong in every aspect especially on
our serving and on offense," she said.
In the second game, Silvester said that the level of
play dropped off considerably as the team lost 15-10.
"We just didn't pass or run the offense well," she
said.
The Riverwomen bounced back in the third game,
playing a better defensive game and winning ·15-10.
However in the fourth game, Silvester said that
the team may have thought it had the match already
won. The team lost 15-2.
"We just didn ' t function at all, and we made too
many hitting errors," she said.
The team battled tough in the decicive game, but
came up short 15-13. The Riverwomen were down
8-4, came back and tied it at 13 , then couldn't pull
out avictory.
"Quincy just stepped it up a notch more than we
did," Silvester said.

Susan Claggett and Susan Kleinschnitz led the
team with ten kills , senior Laura Gray led the way
with four service aces, and sophomore Nicole Wall
led the team with 17 digs.
Silvester said that there were huge fluctuations in
the team's play.
"There were too many swings where we did not
play consistantly," she said . "We have to be consistant if we are going to win."
Silvester said that she was impressed with how
the team handled its' composure on the road.
"The girls came in and played tough," she said.
"They were not intimidated at aiL" .
The Riverwomen will try and turn their misfortunes around at home against GLVC rivals Southern
In.diana on Oct. 10. and Kentucky Wesleyan on
Oct.ll.
Silvester said that Southern Indiana will be a
good challenge.
"They are an older, more experienced team ," she
said. " It will be a real dogfight. "
Silvester added that Kentucky Wesleyan has a
struggling program, but they played the Riverwomen
tough at the Mark Twain Building last season.
"It is a game we should be able to win, but we
need to come out fired up," she said.
The Riverwomen then travel to Tampa, FL. to
cOInpete in the Tampa Classic on Oct. 17-19.

-

,

Injuries plague Riverwomen's soccer
by Dave Kinworthy
staff writer
The women's soccer team los t to
rival . SIU-Edwardsville 4-0 and
moved their record to 5-7 overall.
During the 17 minute mark of the
first half, an altercation occured
betw(:tj] Shannon Humphrey of
V1-1-St. Louis and Janece Friedetich
of SIU-Edwardsville. Each girl was
issued a red card and both teams
were forced to play short handed the
rest of the game.
"The altercation occured because
of the heated rivalry more than anything, " said head coach Beth
Goetz. "Shannon has marked her
for the last two years and tempers
led to shoving."
SIU-Ed\. ardsville led 1-0 at
halflime but scored 30 seconds
in to the seco nd half to gain

Le·t ters,

momentum on a blast from the 18
yard line by Linda Bowers .
" We played in spurts . We were
injured and tired , byt gave a good
battle during the first 15 minutes
of each half," G oetz said .
The Riverwome n were not only
playing short-handed on the field ,
but also in healthy players .
"Tammy Madden has a broken
bone in her leg and has been in a
cast for one week already. Diane
Pohlman has been playing with
back pain, Beth Os termeyer is suffering from shin splints and Jenny
Terbrock has a bone bruise below
her knee," Goetz said.
Goetz believes her team's loss
is partially due to injuries .
"We had three players playing
injured . You co uld just see the
injuries take effect toward the end

of each half. It was a definite disappointment that we did not give
them the best match we could,"
Goetz said . "The effort and desire
were there, but we need to stick it
out through the entire game."
The Riverwomen take their
injury-riddled team back into conference play homecoming weekend against Quincy University and
Southern Indiana.
Goetz belives that Southern
Indiana and UM-St. Louis are two
fairly even ballclubs .
"We are in equal standing in the
conference. We have both lost to
the same teams, " Goetz said.
"They have lost to Truman State
and Lewis University in overtime.
They are underestimated and we
e:;pcct them to be a tough match."

and will continue to occur. We al l
h:rve a part to do - even you.
Kendall's letter should not have
been insulting to you, Mr Marshall,
unless you really can't see the truth
that has be.en brought to everyone's
atte ntion today. She is not alune in
her opinion about violence against
women; therefore , she is far from
single-minded.
And in response to yo ur comment

on "On Liberty" . . . ·'Acts. of whate\·er kind, which without Justifiable
cause do harm to others rna)' be, and
in the more important cases
absolutely require to be, controlled
by the unfavorable se.ntiments , and,
wh n needful, by the ac tive interference of mankind." (John StUaI1
Mill ).
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student's guide to planning
How to go·to Europe: Aahead
for a
abroad
trip

by Peter Schrappen

Travelers Cheques give students much needed security.
. By photocopying these cheques before you leave, you
will protect yourself against theft as this insurance can be
redeemed for face value.
5. Pack light! A light backpack will provide much
needed relief as you drudge along searching for the hostel. Before you leave the comforts of twenty-four hour
Walmarts, walk the aisles for odds and ends that may
have been forgotten (such as earplugs, pocket calculator,
small notebook for journal vmting, poncho).
6. No McDonalds! Dive
right into the myriad of cultures by swearing these restaurants off. Great memories will
emanate from drinking the
local German pilsner and
scarfing a brautwurst overlooking the Glockenspiel in
Munich. By interacting with
local citizens, you will lose the
stigma of being an American
tourist, and gain an appreciation of fine foods (and fine
cultures).
7. Sleep when you get
home. A vacation should not
mean an increase in sleep. This r
slothfulness can mar your trip
because sights are skipped for
While half the adventure
unneeded slumber. One advanderives from sitting at the
tage of riding the Eurarail is
train station with a Eurarail
that it provides a great opporMap, the new destination
tunity to catch up on zzz's. An
should not be completely
overnight train can take you
unknown to you. Students
from the snowy mountains of
Peter SchrappenfThe Current
pledge their sanity to such pubSwitzerland to the beaches of
lications as Lei's Go Europe
The reporter is dwarfed by the Eiffel
Nice, France. .
and the Berkeley Guide to
Tower in Paris.
8. Talk to fellow travelers.
Europe. These books compile
Student travelers become experts/conquerors for the
critical phone numbers, prices and maps of "can' t miss"
-region that they have just covered. Students serve as priopportunities. College students write these handbooks
mary sources for certain cities, hostels, and museums.
with their peers in mind.
Strangers become comrades on a shared mission.
2. Acquire a credit card, A credit card provides a
9. Look for deals. Europe caters to the low-budgeted, ,
nice backup in case of emergency. Most European estabyouthful traveler. Before you leave, purchase a Youth
lishments accept both Visa and Mastercard. Additionally,
Hostel International Card and an International Student
a eash advance can save you from a sobbing phone call
ID. These cards ensure discounts for museums, hostels
home. ATMs pepper the continent, creating immediate
and landmarks.
local currency,
10. Treat yourselfl Remember that you are on vaca3. Save, save, save! A minimum wage job should suftion. Splurge occasionally for that hotel room. Rewards
fice in order to save for Europe. One of the books availcan rejuvenate a downtrodden spirit and refocus yourself
able, Europe Under $50 a Day, provides oodles of thrifty
for an upcoming trek. When else will you have no itiner- I
opportunities . Incidentals such as train reservations and
ary, definitive plans and significant other. Armed with a
commissions on exchanging money accumulate so the
train ticket and train timetable, you are the general for
. $50 allowance may evaporate quicker than expected.
unlimited destinations. Now, it is time to begin the
4. Buy travelers cheques. American Express
assault.
special to The Current
A summer spent weaving throughout European cultures and countries can become available to any adventurous V1-1-St. Louis student.
That's right! A voyage of this magnitude creates fresh
perspectives and kills dangerous stereotypes. A vacation
with emphasis on educating the mind presents an.enjoyable challenge to those students who have prepared
accordingly.
Last summer I spent one
month zigzagging this continent on a thirty day unlimited travel Eurarail ticket.
Ultimately, I visited nine
countries in this blur and
learned that there is more to
this continent that what I
learned from Dylan's travels
on Beverly Hills 90210. A
nomadic freedom that
enjoys the best of itineraries
(that is no itinerary) can.
exist for those vagabonds
whom prepare accordingly
and have followed my ten
steps to ensure a prosperous
journey through Europe.
1. Plan months ahead.

from page 4

sian, but it also condones battery and
rape.. Are we to believe that there is
no hope of eyer reducing violence'.
That we are powerless in helping
those in need of help? Mr. Marshall,
at one time there was a man named
Hitler Tn pow;;,. in Gemlany; what if
we had said then "(that] is [just] the
way of the world')" It IS because of
yom "not-me" attitude that violence
agains.t women continues to occur

Wendy Baggett
Eric Baggett

Corrections
• In issue 898 of The
CUTrent Sharon Biegen's
name was misspelled in a
I story on page 7.
• Malaika Home's name
i

OCOTOBER

was spelled incorrectly in a
story on page 3.
• In a profde on page 3

Sarah Welch

was incorrectly

Want

identified as a senior. She is a

sophomore.
The Current apologizes for
these mistakes and any confusion the may have caused.

- The editor

MATR IX
ESSENTIALS
town for the Color On To
the Matrix Guest Artists will b
s most fashionable natural
in

additional information
:e at (800) 282-2822 ex

$25,000+
for
college?
Th e Army Reserve can help
you take a big bite out of college
expenses.
How?
If you qualify, the Montgomery GI Bill could provide
you with over $7,000 for college
or approved vo/tech training.
We'll also pay you over $107 a
weekend to start. Training is
usually one weekend a month
plus two weeks' Annual Training. By adding the pay for Basic
Training and skill training, you'll
earn ove r $18,000 during a standard enlistment.
So, if you CQuid use a little
financial help getting through
school-the kind that won't
interfere with school-stop by
or call:

426-0335

t;.:.oJ~~...

eJf~

forward to seeing yo

BE ALL YOU CAN

BE ~

ARMY RESERVE

If you ask nicely, you
might arrange to get
paid in quarters.
Hey, it doesn 't take a math major to
know that college living can cause
some serious damage to your
reserves. Lu cki ly for you, Sch nucks
has part-ti me jobs available with flexible
hours that' ll fit just about every

cash

student's

schedule.

Just think ... now you won't have to go
home to do your
or
take up a collection to order a pizza.
And , who knows? You might even be
able to payoff your student charge!

laundry

We offer competitive starting wages,
weekly
and a
friendly, fast-paced work environment.
To apply, just stop by your nearest
Schnucks or call the Employment

paychecks

Hotline at 314.994.4170.
Bu y a Uniden XLT Pager for

CELLULAR
, PHONES
I

P]ans Availab]e From
$14.9'5/ mo,.
Restrictions Apply

PAGERS

$99.00 and receive Unlimited
Paging Service for One

CALLAND ASK
ABOUT OUR
STUDENT
Southwestern Bell
RI\.TES FOR
1{obile System
INTERl'/'ET
Authorized Agenr
ACCESS

@

•

Year

8835 Ladue Road

314-727-

The Friendliest Stores in Town
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FOR SALE
1995 Ford Probe; white; automatic; full power; keyless entry; sunroof. Excellent condition, best
offer, 48,000 mi. 355-6427.
1981 Yamaha SR 1.85 street bike.
28,000 miles. Runs and looks
\ good. $450 call 739-7194.
Trek 950 mountain bike, 2 yrs. old,
RIDDEN ONLY ONCE! light
weight and durable. Not like new,
IT IS NEW' Paid $600, will sell
for $400 OBO - Ashish@3972363.

1\

'93 Jeep Wrangler, CD, New tires,
Black, Hardtop/softtop, $10,500.
836-6562 leave mess age.
1961 Ford Falcon, white, two-door
sedan wI auto transmission; asking
$1 ,800, call Todd @ 516-8671.

TRAVEL

I

FREE TRIPS AND CASH!
SPRING BREAK! Outgoing individuals - sell 15 and go FREE.
Cancun, South Padre, Mazatlan,
Jamai ca, South Beach, FL.
Guaranteed best prices. 1-800SURFS-UP.
www.studentexpress.com
***EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH!***
CLASS TRAVEL needs students
to promote Spring Break 1998 '
Sell ]5 trips & travel free! Highly
motivated students can earn a
free trip & over $10,000! Choose
Caneun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, or Florida! North
America's largest student tour
operator! Call Now! 1-800-838-

I

4 6411
\

.~

AAAHHH! Sring Break '98,
(CONTINUED IN NEXT COLUMN)

Guaranteed Best Prices to Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida. Group
Discounts & D aily Free Drink

Parties! Sell Trips, Earn Cash, &
Go Free! 1-800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummerlours.com
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS'!'
Absolute Best SRING BREAK
Packages available " INDIVIDUALS, student ORGANIZATIONS,
or small GROUPS wanted!! 1 Call
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1-800-327 -6013 or
http://www.ictp.co

H ELP W ANTED
SaleslVintage Fashion. Full time
exciting sales opportunity in wholesale vintage fashion industry.
Requirements: bilingual in Japanese,
knowledge of vintage clothing, and
the 1960's and 1970's. Business or
marketing degree a plus. Must be
available to travel. Send resume:
Hullabaloo
DepL 7
1908 Washington Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103
Earn lots of cash and travel free,
(STUDENT REPS WANTED) call
now to get an early start and earn a
fat check before Christmas
1-800-657-4D48.
Want a high paying career? "GET
CERTIFIED" as a Microsoft
Certified Systems Engineer. Average
salary $70,700. We can train you in
10 days! Day, night and weekend
classes. Call Brian at (314) 209-1940
for infoffilation. Microhard
Technologies, Inc.

HOUSING
University Meadows resident seeks
female university student to take over
her lease contract A considerable incentive will be given! Please call 516-7849
for details.

SERVICES
FREET- smRT
+$1000
Credit Cards fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a Whopping
$5.00NISA application . Call
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.
EARN
$750·$15(}{)/WEEK
EARN
$750-$lS(}{)/WEEK
Raise all the money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus. No
investment, very little time needed.
There's no obl igation, so why not
call for information today.
call 1-800-323-8545 x 95
TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS
Know Your Rights! Free
Consultations. Avoid Points and &
Save on Insurance Costs. Most
cases handled for one-time fee of
$50 and no office visit necessary!
D W IJBACIREFUSALS
Free Consultations . Fees from$250
C ALL 241-1768
ATIY'S J. SHELHORSE &
GAVRAS

w.

It's not too latejoin Aerobics clas ses. 1 fee gets you into any class
until Dec. 20. fax 5503 Rec Sports.

CLASSIFIEDS

DE
FREEl!
lor Sbldents nd all lacultV and stall 01 the
UnIVersitY 01 MissouriSt. Louis
call 516-5174
and ask for
Travis.

Wanted: photography director
Must have technical knowledge of photography process, developing included. Direct
staff of four or five photographers.
Have resume and call Bill at 516-5174.

Wanted: production manager
Must have some DTP experience, preferably Quark XPress, attention to detail,
quick learner, weekend availabi.lity.
Have resume and call Bill at 516-5174.

SPRING BREAK '98
{;ANCUN
MAZATLAN
SOU'fH PADRE JAMAICA

(continued on next column)

Pregnant?

http://www.umsl.edu/studentlife/current
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1-800-2-COU NCIl
1-800-226-8624

with over 14 years experience in the
vacation ownership industry, you'll
be guided on a PROVEN career path
with exrensive training & support

2. BIG LEADS
with over 15,000 your career will be
off & running fast

3. BIG REWARDS
with the highest comrrtission &
bonus structure in the industry,
you'll earn up to$40K the first year
(Top producers even higher!)
SEE WHERE A GREAT TRAVEL
CAREER CAN TAKE YOU!
CALL 918·0600 TO SET UP AN
INTERVIEW TODAY FOR SUCCESS
. TOMORROW] EOE

October

Career Experience month • • •

Cl

Sf. Louis T's, a T-shirt wholesaler, is
looking to hire a part-time receptionist and
a part-time customer service
representative. Computer literacy and ten
key skills a plus. Hourly rate is $7.00. To
receive an application and schedule an
interview, please send resume to:

St.Louis T's
Attn: Customer Service Manager
11701 Missouri Bottom Rd
St. Louis, MO 63042

IDIN 'HE IfERCURY RECDRDS
7&15
~...-

Fill your bag with career
related treats (experience)
Call us today...

Career Services
308 Woods Hall

516-5111

Opening Doors of Opportunity

.

TOLL FREE INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

1-S00-SU CHASE
ski the web at www.sunchase.com

Does Ski Breaks Better!

~------~------
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Grant will fund research into
alternative to homelessness
by Joshua Stegeman
staff writer
A National Institute of Mental
Health research grant for 2.6 million dollars was received in April
1997 by the University of Missouri
- St. Louis for the purpose of investigating existing programs for
homeless people who are mentally
ill substance abusers.
Gary Morse and Robert Calsyn,
profess ors of the Gerontology
Program ,
and
W.
Dean
Klinkenberg, an assistant research
professor at the Missouri Institute
of Mental Health are leading a
study, which began in April, for to
develop more effective ways to
serve this specific populatio~.
Approximately
14 million
Americans have been homeless at
some point during their lifetime
according to 1994 data by the
American Journal of Public Health ,
and research also indicates that onethird of these homeless people have
some fonn of mental illness, and
one-half of these mentally ill also
have drug or alcohol abuse problems Morse said.
The study will include a total
population of 201 people from the
St. Louis Metro area who have
severe mental illness , are suffering
from a substance abuse disorder
and are also homeless at the beginning of the project. These individuals will be interviewed on a
monthly basis for a period of 30
months to evaluate treatment and
various outcomes. Currently 80
people are partici pating in the
study.
"We are following people for
two and a half years. Most research
only follows people for six months,
so we are going to be looking at
these people for long-term change,
and that's pretty unusual. We're
looking to see if people are able to
sustain these 'what we think will be
good outcomes' for two and a half

years. I think that this is one of the
things that was attractive to thereviewers
that
funded
our
research," Calsyn said. "We see
over a period of two and a half
years what the outcomes are for
those 201 people ; what percentage
of them do get housed, what percentage of them have a reduction in
their psychiatric symptoms, what
percentage have a reduction in their
substance abuse problem ."
The programs and sys tems
presently operating to aid homeless
people with mental illness and substance abuse problems do not meet the
many needs of the persons "because
the social service system is fragmented and as a consequence these people
fall through the cracks," Calsyn said.
Morse said that this problem is
being countered by developing "integrated treatment programs" where the
individual can go to one agency and
receive treatment for all their needs,
and if one need cannot be met, a
worker from the integrated agency
will personally and physically aide
the person in linking oneself to an
agency that can address their needs.
As part of the study, the effectiveness
of this "integrated treatment" will be
assessed in comparison to the present
system.
There are many service organizations and workers that aid in making
the study possible including
Community Alternatives, Places for
People, Peter and Paul Community
Services. "They are the ones who are
the crucial people to this (the study 's)
success," Calsyn said.
Dr. Calsyn and Dr. Morse have
been doing research on homelessness since 1982 and have found
success in locating and establishing housing and reducing psychiatric symptoms. They have
received over 5 million doll ars in
grant money during that period
and have written over 30 articles
L1 I1 homele ssness.
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Water With Your Caffeine?
The UM-St. Louis Forensics (speech) and
Debate Team took 10 awatds, including the third
J9laceaward fOf'overall perforrnance, aUts opening
tournament at Southwest Baptist University on Oct.
3 through 4. The te~m's neKt outing is Oct. 17-18 at
Longview Community Coliegein .Lee's Summit. For
more information contact Tom Preston at 51.6-5498.
KWMU 90.7 FMwon awards for B,est Radio
Daytime Programming and Best Radio Afterno.onDrivetime Programming in the annual Riverfronf
Times Best of S1. Louis reader's pon. The station
was also recognized with honors in four, other categories ..
Patricia Simmons, nationatly recognized science educator, will speak at the Convocation Hall of
the Pierre Laclede HonQrs 80llege at: 7 .p;m. Oct. 16.
She is the William R. Orthwein Jr. Enoowed
Professor in Lite-Long Leamingforthe Sciences.
The position is a Joint appointment between the
School ' of Education and the College of Arts &
Sciences. She will also be a merrlber·ofthe educa'tional staff at the 8t. Louis SCience Center.
Flu shots will be available on campus Oct. 29 in
the Marillac Hall lobby from .9:30a.m~ to 10:15 a.m.,
the Seton Hall lobby from 1O:~0, a:.h1. t6 11:15 a.m.,
the University Center lobby,from 11 :45 a.m, to 2:0.0
p.m. and the Lucas Hall third floor lobby from 5:00
p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Vaccinations will also be available
on Nov: 4 from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. to 3
p.m. in University Health Services at 127 Woods
Hall. University Health Services is $ponsorlng the
project.

Stephanie PlattlThe Current

John Riccardi, a Waterjoe representative, retums to his mobile
command center for more caffeine enhanced water. Riccardi was
introducing students to the product on campus last vveek. He distributed over 200 bottles to passers-by in about 20 minutes.

UM System President Manuel Pacheco, in his
president's report to the board of curators earlier this
month, announced that private gifts to the university
in fiscal year 1997, increased more than 40 percent
to a total of more than $75 million. Private gifts to
the university have grown by more than 78 percent
in four years .

DEAN,

from page 1

choose the members of the committee. The college chose to do that
through a vote of the college faculty so
the students were included as one of the
constituencies that was voted on,"

Contact Davj d Baugher at 516-5174 to submit items for Newswire.

Larson said . "I don't believe necessarily that choosing a student who was a'
member of student organizations is any
fairer than having the faculty choose
one."

,
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MISSOURI STUDENT DISCOUNTS
-

-- -

If you're a

math whiz, you'll

know it's a

great deal

(If you're not, well, we'll take you, too.)

Hey, we all know college students
don't have a lot of money to throw
around . That's why Amtrak® is
such a great deal. With prices like
these, you can afford to visit friends
and family every weekend . And
Amtrak offers great discounts for
students. The savings really add up.
For more information, call your
travel agent or I-BOO-USA-RAIL.
Trains depart from the Amtrak
station at 550 S. 16th Street,
St. Louis.
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